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Downtown Bancroft
Streetscape Analysis and Design Recommendations
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1. Beginning of Downtown Arrival Sequence
• At the corner of Bridge and Sherbourne Streets consider new sign indicating 

“Downtown Bancro�” with direction to the le� down Bridge Street .
• Sign area could include a new pedestrian scale light pole and decorative paving 

treatment.
• Existing planting bed to remain.

2. Boulevard Treatment
• New tightly spaced deciduous trees on either side of Bridge Street to visually 

squeeze the road allowance to help reduce tra�ic speeds and enhance safety at 
trail crossing.

• Consider upgrading the asphalt boulevards on each side of the road to the 
same decorative paving material as recommended at the Sherbourne Street 
corner.

3. Trail Head
• Enhance entrance to trail with directional signage, permanent safety bollards, 

decorative paving at entry and a pedestrian scale light pole.
• Consolidate existing road and highway direction signs and include them in the  

new trail head improvements.

4. Pedestrian Crossing
• Consider a formalized and signed pedestrian crossing similar to the one in front 

of Baragar Funeral Home.
• New crossing will facilitate safe access to the north side of the bridge where the 

only sidewalk exists.

5. Existing Bridge
• Maintain black steel bridge and provide seasonal (winter and summer) decorative 

baskets.

6. Theatre District Retail Area
• Focus attention on pedestrian improvements such as new decorative paving along 

sidewalks, additional pedestrian scale lighting on south side of Bridge Street West, 
separating vehicular parking from sidewalks and reducing entrance driveway widths 
where possible to help enhance the pedestrian experience.

7. Bridge and Hastings Street Intersection
• High tra�ic volume and truck turnings with steeper than average slope gradients.
• This is the first north bound intersection of the downtown corridor and should be 

given attention to improvements that enhance the pedestrian experience.
• There is limited space to reduce road width and expand sidewalk space.
• The Southeast corner where the church property meets the sidewalk be a space to 

capture both pedestrian space and signage that supports the theatre, the church and 
Hastings Street.

• Consider replacing the existing utilitarian looking retaining wall with a new one that is 
set back further from the existing to provide more pedestrian space, street furniture, 
new lighting and directional signage and possible plantings.

• Replace utilitarian style tra�ic light poles with new decorative black steel poles and 
tra�ic light arms.

8. Historic Downtown Retail Corridor
• Unify sidewalk space along entire historic core area with a new combination of concrete paving and decorative accent 

paving.
• Create and define an amenity strip corridor between curb sidewalk. Amity strip to include Medium sized street trees, 

permeable paving, road and pedestrian sidewalk lighting, parking meters (if applicable), temporary business sandwich 
boards, waste containers and bollards (if applicable).

• Invest in street tree planting technologies (soil cells) to ensure the health and longevity of new tree plantings.
• Where possible encourage businesses on the East side of Hastings Street to utilize vehicular access o� Cleak Avenue 

only and close o� laneways from Hastings Street. Laneways can become building infill or be converted to patio spaces 
to support the adjacent businesses. Alternatively, they could be developed as business owner parking at the east end 
and public “pocket parks” with seating, plantings and possible art installations along the frontage of Hastings Street.

• On the west side of Hastings Street, where possible the Town should purchase or negotiate laneway land use to develop 
some direct pedestrian connection(s) to the river greenspace and boardwalk system. Also look for opportunities to 
consolidate parking lots and reduce laneways for alternative uses as noted for the east side of Hastings Street.

9. Hastings Street and Flint Avenue Parking Lot Green Space
• This space is predominantly garden space and raised beds that divide and 

separate the sidewalk, parking lot and gardens from one another.
• Redesign the space as a small linear urban square that blends and extends 

into the sidewalk space, allows easy access from the parking lot to Hastings 
Street and Flint Avenue, provides a comfortable shaded place for 
pedestrians to sit, creates flexibility that allows for larger events that may 
occupy the parking lot, provides historical interpretive information, and 
local event information.

• The space should be designed in a way that attracts visitors and residents 
and encourages use of the parking lot for longer stays.

• Consider the installation of a permanent shade structure in the design.
• Where possible integrate some of the large existing natural stones into the 

square design as an urban design/art installation. 

10. Hastings Street and Flint Avenue Intersection
• Consider curb extensions at this ‘T’ intersection that will expand streetscape 

and urban design space to provide shorter and safer pedestrian road 
crossings and create a focal point place along the streetscape.

• For maintenance and safety purposes curb extensions should be well 
marked with vertical elements such as bollards, tra�ic lights and low 
planters.

• For winter maintenance reasons and smooth tra�ic flow ensure that the 
extended curb lines have long transition curves back to the existing curb 
line.

• Pedestrian road crossing areas should have enhanced visibility using 
painted crossing bars and an alternative material or colour in the asphalt.

• The design of this intersection should be coordinated with and compliment 
the adjacent proposed Linear Urban Square and Market area.

11. Mid-Block Crossing
• The distance between the Flint Avenue and Station 

Street intersections warrants a mid-block crossing for 
pedestrian convenience and retail function.

• Consider replacing the two existing crossings with one 
central crossing and choose a location that minimizes 
the loss of on street parking spaces.

• Try to locate crossing where a future link to the river 
trail/boardwalk can be developed.

• Consider curb extensions at this pedestrian crossing to 
expand streetscape and urban design space and 
provide a shorter and safer pedestrian road crossings.

• For maintenance and safety purposes curb extensions 
should be well marked with vertical elements such as 
bollards, tra�ic lights and low planters.

• For winter maintenance reasons and smooth tra�ic flow 
ensure that the extended curb lines have long transition 
curves back to the existing curb line.

• Pedestrian road crossing areas should have enhanced 
visibility using painted crossing bars and an alternative 
material or colour in the asphalt.

• For safety reasons consider a pedestrian activated tra�ic 
light. 

12. Station and Hastings Street Intersection
• This is a transitional intersection between the Historic Downtown 

Streetscape with parallel parking and buildings fronting the 
roadways to a more open built form with buildings set back and 
o�en fronted by parking lots. For South bound tra�ic it forms a 
gateway area into the Historic Downtown. 

• Celebrate South bound arrival into the Historic Downtown with 
enhanced streetscape features including curb extensions (where 
possible).

• Utilize streetscape treatments similar to the Flint Avenue 
intersection including vertical elements and low plantings within 
the curb extensions as well as enhanced pedestrian crossing 
treatments in the paving.

• The Hastings Street curb line at the South-West corner can safely be 
extended along the frontage of the Chrysler Dealership without a 
loss in Parking.

• The Station Street curb line at the North-West corner can safely be 
extended along the frontage of the Pre-Owned Auto Dealership.

• Remove the asphalt boulevard material along the roads and replace 
with decorative paving that is coordinated with any curb extensions.

• Replace utilitarian style tra�ic light poles with new decorative black 
steel poles and tra�ic light arms.

• Where possible integrate large natural stones into the intersection 
streetscape design as an urban design/art installation that 
compliments the proposed design at the Flint Street Linear Square.

14. Rock Outcrop Feature
• The rock outcrop on the east side of Hastings Street across from the Bible Chapel is a rare feature 

to have along a Town’s main street. The rocks and white pines are indicative of the natural 
landscape of the Bancro� area and should be preserved and celebrated.

• Consider undertaking visual improvements to this small area such as removing modest amounts 
of plantings that shroud the rocks, if possible remove any parking in front of the outcrop, install 
3-5 decorative light poles with floodlights to illuminate the outcrop at night. Banner and 
hanging basket brackets for seasonal floral installations similar to the bridge treatment on 
Bridge Street. 

• Change the gravel parking lot to grass or decorative paving with a band of washed stone cobbles 
at the base of the outcrop.

• Consider a commissioned art installation in the foreground of the outcrop.

15. Snow Road Historical Information
• Historically significant intersection as it served as part of the route Military would take during the 

Fenian Raids (1866-1871).
• Consider installation of a permanently mounted interpretive panel and appropriate streetscape 

elements to celebrate the history of the intersection.

Existing Trail Circulation

Proposed Trail Links

Proposed Pedestrian Crossing

High Interest Areas

Key Design Focus Areas

Legend
Theatre District Retail Area

Historic Downtown Retail Corridor

Suburban Commercial Corridor

Highway Commercial Corridor

13. Suburban Commercial Corridor
• This section of roadway is dominated by vehicular tra�ic with 4 lanes of tra�ic between 

Station Street and Snow Road.
• With no boulevards between the sidewalks and the edge of road there are no streetscape 

opportunities that can contribute to pedestrian comfort and safety.
• If the existing road cross-section remains streetscape improvements will need to be focused 

between the side-walk and property lines.
• Where businesses have front lawns along the sidewalk consider planting large species street 

trees along the sidewalk spaced at a maximum of nine meters. These trees will shade 
pedestrians, enhance the curb appeal of the businesses and help reduce automobile tra�ic 
speeds.

• Where parking lots extend out to the sidewalks identify the existing property line and where 
space allows provide streetscape features such as decorative guard-rails or low fences, 
planters and small – medium sized trees to help safely separate automobiles and 
pedestrians, better identify automobile entrances and improve the aesthetic of the 
streetscape.  

• Continue the use of the same streetscape furnishing and materials as in the Historic 
Downtown Retail Corridor.

• Upgrade areas of asphalt sidewalks (near the Sword Inn) with concrete and possible 
decorative paving and where possible continue planting street trees along the corridor.

16. Millennium Park Gateway
• Redesign the frontage of the Park to improve the vehicular circulation, pedestrian safety 

and aesthetics.
• Separate the parking lot from the sidewalk and improve the visibility of the automobile 

entrances with a landscape bu�er of street trees, new park signage and shrub beds all 
contained by new concrete curbing.

• If needed modify the parking layout to accommodate the bu�er.
• Between the entrance driveways add a one meter wide decorative paving strip along the 

curb with new decorative light poles, a two meter wide sidewalk and then the landscape 
bu�er.

• Consider a signage design to match the South entry signs into Town.

17. Highway Commercial Corridor
• This corridor is comprised of faster moving tra�ic, and industrial/commercial uses. In 

many cases there is no landscape treatments between the edge of road and the buildings 
leaving only undefined parking between them, creating high risk safety concerns for 
pedestrians.

• The entrances and boulevard treatments at Tim Hortons, Northridge and the plaza across 
the road show modest solutions and treatments that could be utilized along this corridor.

• The Kelly’s Fuels business centre just north of Millennium Park is a very good example of 
defining entrances and providing a landscape bu�er.

• Where possible establish site plan and business improvement guidelines to help business 
owners and the Town share in any opportunities to better define business entrances, 
provide landscape bu�ers and maintain or add sidewalks.
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1. Beginning of Downtown Arrival Sequence
• At the corner of Bridge and Sherbourne Streets consider new sign indicating 

“Downtown Bancro�” with direction to the le� down Bridge Street .
• Sign area could include a new pedestrian scale light pole and decorative paving 

treatment.
• Existing planting bed to remain.

2. Boulevard Treatment
• New tightly spaced deciduous trees on either side of Bridge Street to visually 

squeeze the road allowance to help reduce tra�ic speeds and enhance safety at 
trail crossing.

• Consider upgrading the asphalt boulevards on each side of the road to the 
same decorative paving material as recommended at the Sherbourne Street 
corner.

3. Trail Head
• Enhance entrance to trail with directional signage, permanent safety bollards, 

decorative paving at entry and a pedestrian scale light pole.
• Consolidate existing road and highway direction signs and include them in the  

new trail head improvements.

4. Pedestrian Crossing
• Consider a formalized and signed pedestrian crossing similar to the one in front 

of Baragar Funeral Home.
• New crossing will facilitate safe access to the north side of the bridge where the 

only sidewalk exists.

5. Existing Bridge
• Maintain black steel bridge and provide seasonal (winter and summer) decorative 

baskets.

6. Theatre District Retail Area
• Focus attention on pedestrian improvements such as new decorative paving along 

sidewalks, additional pedestrian scale lighting on south side of Bridge Street West, 
separating vehicular parking from sidewalks and reducing entrance driveway widths 
where possible to help enhance the pedestrian experience.

7. Bridge and Hastings Street Intersection
• High tra�ic volume and truck turnings with steeper than average slope gradients.
• This is the first north bound intersection of the downtown corridor and should be 

given attention to improvements that enhance the pedestrian experience.
• There is limited space to reduce road width and expand sidewalk space.
• The Southeast corner where the church property meets the sidewalk be a space to 

capture both pedestrian space and signage that supports the theatre, the church and 
Hastings Street.

• Consider replacing the existing utilitarian looking retaining wall with a new one that is 
set back further from the existing to provide more pedestrian space, street furniture, 
new lighting and directional signage and possible plantings.

• Replace utilitarian style tra�ic light poles with new decorative black steel poles and 
tra�ic light arms.

8. Historic Downtown Retail Corridor
• Unify sidewalk space along entire historic core area with a new combination of concrete paving and decorative accent 

paving.
• Create and define an amenity strip corridor between curb sidewalk. Amity strip to include Medium sized street trees, 

permeable paving, road and pedestrian sidewalk lighting, parking meters (if applicable), temporary business sandwich 
boards, waste containers and bollards (if applicable).

• Invest in street tree planting technologies (soil cells) to ensure the health and longevity of new tree plantings.
• Where possible encourage businesses on the East side of Hastings Street to utilize vehicular access o� Cleak Avenue 

only and close o� laneways from Hastings Street. Laneways can become building infill or be converted to patio spaces 
to support the adjacent businesses. Alternatively, they could be developed as business owner parking at the east end 
and public “pocket parks” with seating, plantings and possible art installations along the frontage of Hastings Street.

• On the west side of Hastings Street, where possible the Town should purchase or negotiate laneway land use to develop 
some direct pedestrian connection(s) to the river greenspace and boardwalk system. Also look for opportunities to 
consolidate parking lots and reduce laneways for alternative uses as noted for the east side of Hastings Street.

9. Hastings Street and Flint Avenue Parking Lot Green Space
• This space is predominantly garden space and raised beds that divide and 

separate the sidewalk, parking lot and gardens from one another.
• Redesign the space as a small linear urban square that blends and extends 

into the sidewalk space, allows easy access from the parking lot to Hastings 
Street and Flint Avenue, provides a comfortable shaded place for 
pedestrians to sit, creates flexibility that allows for larger events that may 
occupy the parking lot, provides historical interpretive information, and 
local event information.

• The space should be designed in a way that attracts visitors and residents 
and encourages use of the parking lot for longer stays.

• Consider the installation of a permanent shade structure in the design.
• Where possible integrate some of the large existing natural stones into the 

square design as an urban design/art installation. 

10. Hastings Street and Flint Avenue Intersection
• Consider curb extensions at this ‘T’ intersection that will expand streetscape 

and urban design space to provide shorter and safer pedestrian road 
crossings and create a focal point place along the streetscape.

• For maintenance and safety purposes curb extensions should be well 
marked with vertical elements such as bollards, tra�ic lights and low 
planters.

• For winter maintenance reasons and smooth tra�ic flow ensure that the 
extended curb lines have long transition curves back to the existing curb 
line.

• Pedestrian road crossing areas should have enhanced visibility using 
painted crossing bars and an alternative material or colour in the asphalt.

• The design of this intersection should be coordinated with and compliment 
the adjacent proposed Linear Urban Square and Market area.

11. Mid-Block Crossing
• The distance between the Flint Avenue and Station 

Street intersections warrants a mid-block crossing for 
pedestrian convenience and retail function.

• Consider replacing the two existing crossings with one 
central crossing and choose a location that minimizes 
the loss of on street parking spaces.

• Try to locate crossing where a future link to the river 
trail/boardwalk can be developed.

• Consider curb extensions at this pedestrian crossing to 
expand streetscape and urban design space and 
provide a shorter and safer pedestrian road crossings.

• For maintenance and safety purposes curb extensions 
should be well marked with vertical elements such as 
bollards, tra�ic lights and low planters.

• For winter maintenance reasons and smooth tra�ic flow 
ensure that the extended curb lines have long transition 
curves back to the existing curb line.

• Pedestrian road crossing areas should have enhanced 
visibility using painted crossing bars and an alternative 
material or colour in the asphalt.

• For safety reasons consider a pedestrian activated tra�ic 
light. 

12. Station and Hastings Street Intersection
• This is a transitional intersection between the Historic Downtown 

Streetscape with parallel parking and buildings fronting the 
roadways to a more open built form with buildings set back and 
o�en fronted by parking lots. For South bound tra�ic it forms a 
gateway area into the Historic Downtown. 

• Celebrate South bound arrival into the Historic Downtown with 
enhanced streetscape features including curb extensions (where 
possible).

• Utilize streetscape treatments similar to the Flint Avenue 
intersection including vertical elements and low plantings within 
the curb extensions as well as enhanced pedestrian crossing 
treatments in the paving.

• The Hastings Street curb line at the South-West corner can safely be 
extended along the frontage of the Chrysler Dealership without a 
loss in Parking.

• The Station Street curb line at the North-West corner can safely be 
extended along the frontage of the Pre-Owned Auto Dealership.

• Remove the asphalt boulevard material along the roads and replace 
with decorative paving that is coordinated with any curb extensions.

• Replace utilitarian style tra�ic light poles with new decorative black 
steel poles and tra�ic light arms.

• Where possible integrate large natural stones into the intersection 
streetscape design as an urban design/art installation that 
compliments the proposed design at the Flint Street Linear Square.

14. Rock Outcrop Feature
• The rock outcrop on the east side of Hastings Street across from the Bible Chapel is a rare feature 

to have along a Town’s main street. The rocks and white pines are indicative of the natural 
landscape of the Bancro� area and should be preserved and celebrated.

• Consider undertaking visual improvements to this small area such as removing modest amounts 
of plantings that shroud the rocks, if possible remove any parking in front of the outcrop, install 
3-5 decorative light poles with floodlights to illuminate the outcrop at night. Banner and 
hanging basket brackets for seasonal floral installations similar to the bridge treatment on 
Bridge Street. 

• Change the gravel parking lot to grass or decorative paving with a band of washed stone cobbles 
at the base of the outcrop.

• Consider a commissioned art installation in the foreground of the outcrop.

15. Snow Road Historical Information
• Historically significant intersection as it served as part of the route Military would take during the 

Fenian Raids (1866-1871).
• Consider installation of a permanently mounted interpretive panel and appropriate streetscape 

elements to celebrate the history of the intersection.

Existing Trail Circulation

Proposed Trail Links

Proposed Pedestrian Crossing

High Interest Areas

Key Design Focus Areas

Legend
Theatre District Retail Area

Historic Downtown Retail Corridor

Suburban Commercial Corridor

Highway Commercial Corridor

13. Suburban Commercial Corridor
• This section of roadway is dominated by vehicular tra�ic with 4 lanes of tra�ic between 

Station Street and Snow Road.
• With no boulevards between the sidewalks and the edge of road there are no streetscape 

opportunities that can contribute to pedestrian comfort and safety.
• If the existing road cross-section remains streetscape improvements will need to be focused 

between the side-walk and property lines.
• Where businesses have front lawns along the sidewalk consider planting large species street 

trees along the sidewalk spaced at a maximum of nine meters. These trees will shade 
pedestrians, enhance the curb appeal of the businesses and help reduce automobile tra�ic 
speeds.

• Where parking lots extend out to the sidewalks identify the existing property line and where 
space allows provide streetscape features such as decorative guard-rails or low fences, 
planters and small – medium sized trees to help safely separate automobiles and 
pedestrians, better identify automobile entrances and improve the aesthetic of the 
streetscape.  

• Continue the use of the same streetscape furnishing and materials as in the Historic 
Downtown Retail Corridor.

• Upgrade areas of asphalt sidewalks (near the Sword Inn) with concrete and possible 
decorative paving and where possible continue planting street trees along the corridor.

16. Millennium Park Gateway
• Redesign the frontage of the Park to improve the vehicular circulation, pedestrian safety 

and aesthetics.
• Separate the parking lot from the sidewalk and improve the visibility of the automobile 

entrances with a landscape bu�er of street trees, new park signage and shrub beds all 
contained by new concrete curbing.

• If needed modify the parking layout to accommodate the bu�er.
• Between the entrance driveways add a one meter wide decorative paving strip along the 

curb with new decorative light poles, a two meter wide sidewalk and then the landscape 
bu�er.

• Consider a signage design to match the South entry signs into Town.

17. Highway Commercial Corridor
• This corridor is comprised of faster moving tra�ic, and industrial/commercial uses. In 

many cases there is no landscape treatments between the edge of road and the buildings 
leaving only undefined parking between them, creating high risk safety concerns for 
pedestrians.

• The entrances and boulevard treatments at Tim Hortons, Northridge and the plaza across 
the road show modest solutions and treatments that could be utilized along this corridor.

• The Kelly’s Fuels business centre just north of Millennium Park is a very good example of 
defining entrances and providing a landscape bu�er.

• Where possible establish site plan and business improvement guidelines to help business 
owners and the Town share in any opportunities to better define business entrances, 
provide landscape bu�ers and maintain or add sidewalks.
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1. Beginning of Downtown Arrival Sequence
• At the corner of Bridge and Sherbourne Streets consider new sign indicating 

“Downtown Bancro�” with direction to the le� down Bridge Street .
• Sign area could include a new pedestrian scale light pole and decorative paving 

treatment.
• Existing planting bed to remain.

2. Boulevard Treatment
• New tightly spaced deciduous trees on either side of Bridge Street to visually 

squeeze the road allowance to help reduce tra�ic speeds and enhance safety at 
trail crossing.

• Consider upgrading the asphalt boulevards on each side of the road to the 
same decorative paving material as recommended at the Sherbourne Street 
corner.

3. Trail Head
• Enhance entrance to trail with directional signage, permanent safety bollards, 

decorative paving at entry and a pedestrian scale light pole.
• Consolidate existing road and highway direction signs and include them in the  

new trail head improvements.

4. Pedestrian Crossing
• Consider a formalized and signed pedestrian crossing similar to the one in front 

of Baragar Funeral Home.
• New crossing will facilitate safe access to the north side of the bridge where the 

only sidewalk exists.

5. Existing Bridge
• Maintain black steel bridge and provide seasonal (winter and summer) decorative 

baskets.

6. Theatre District Retail Area
• Focus attention on pedestrian improvements such as new decorative paving along 

sidewalks, additional pedestrian scale lighting on south side of Bridge Street West, 
separating vehicular parking from sidewalks and reducing entrance driveway widths 
where possible to help enhance the pedestrian experience.

7. Bridge and Hastings Street Intersection
• High tra�ic volume and truck turnings with steeper than average slope gradients.
• This is the first north bound intersection of the downtown corridor and should be 

given attention to improvements that enhance the pedestrian experience.
• There is limited space to reduce road width and expand sidewalk space.
• The Southeast corner where the church property meets the sidewalk be a space to 

capture both pedestrian space and signage that supports the theatre, the church and 
Hastings Street.

• Consider replacing the existing utilitarian looking retaining wall with a new one that is 
set back further from the existing to provide more pedestrian space, street furniture, 
new lighting and directional signage and possible plantings.

• Replace utilitarian style tra�ic light poles with new decorative black steel poles and 
tra�ic light arms.

8. Historic Downtown Retail Corridor
• Unify sidewalk space along entire historic core area with a new combination of concrete paving and decorative accent 

paving.
• Create and define an amenity strip corridor between curb sidewalk. Amity strip to include Medium sized street trees, 

permeable paving, road and pedestrian sidewalk lighting, parking meters (if applicable), temporary business sandwich 
boards, waste containers and bollards (if applicable).

• Invest in street tree planting technologies (soil cells) to ensure the health and longevity of new tree plantings.
• Where possible encourage businesses on the East side of Hastings Street to utilize vehicular access o� Cleak Avenue 

only and close o� laneways from Hastings Street. Laneways can become building infill or be converted to patio spaces 
to support the adjacent businesses. Alternatively, they could be developed as business owner parking at the east end 
and public “pocket parks” with seating, plantings and possible art installations along the frontage of Hastings Street.

• On the west side of Hastings Street, where possible the Town should purchase or negotiate laneway land use to develop 
some direct pedestrian connection(s) to the river greenspace and boardwalk system. Also look for opportunities to 
consolidate parking lots and reduce laneways for alternative uses as noted for the east side of Hastings Street.

9. Hastings Street and Flint Avenue Parking Lot Green Space
• This space is predominantly garden space and raised beds that divide and 

separate the sidewalk, parking lot and gardens from one another.
• Redesign the space as a small linear urban square that blends and extends 

into the sidewalk space, allows easy access from the parking lot to Hastings 
Street and Flint Avenue, provides a comfortable shaded place for 
pedestrians to sit, creates flexibility that allows for larger events that may 
occupy the parking lot, provides historical interpretive information, and 
local event information.

• The space should be designed in a way that attracts visitors and residents 
and encourages use of the parking lot for longer stays.

• Consider the installation of a permanent shade structure in the design.
• Where possible integrate some of the large existing natural stones into the 

square design as an urban design/art installation. 

10. Hastings Street and Flint Avenue Intersection
• Consider curb extensions at this ‘T’ intersection that will expand streetscape 

and urban design space to provide shorter and safer pedestrian road 
crossings and create a focal point place along the streetscape.

• For maintenance and safety purposes curb extensions should be well 
marked with vertical elements such as bollards, tra�ic lights and low 
planters.

• For winter maintenance reasons and smooth tra�ic flow ensure that the 
extended curb lines have long transition curves back to the existing curb 
line.

• Pedestrian road crossing areas should have enhanced visibility using 
painted crossing bars and an alternative material or colour in the asphalt.

• The design of this intersection should be coordinated with and compliment 
the adjacent proposed Linear Urban Square and Market area.
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11. Mid-Block Crossing
• The distance between the Flint Avenue and Station 

Street intersections warrants a mid-block crossing for 
pedestrian convenience and retail function.

• Consider replacing the two existing crossings with one 
central crossing and choose a location that minimizes 
the loss of on street parking spaces.

• Try to locate crossing where a future link to the river 
trail/boardwalk can be developed.

• Consider curb extensions at this pedestrian crossing to 
expand streetscape and urban design space and 
provide a shorter and safer pedestrian road crossings.

• For maintenance and safety purposes curb extensions 
should be well marked with vertical elements such as 
bollards, tra�ic lights and low planters.

• For winter maintenance reasons and smooth tra�ic flow 
ensure that the extended curb lines have long transition 
curves back to the existing curb line.

• Pedestrian road crossing areas should have enhanced 
visibility using painted crossing bars and an alternative 
material or colour in the asphalt.

• For safety reasons consider a pedestrian activated tra�ic 
light. 

12. Station and Hastings Street Intersection
• This is a transitional intersection between the Historic Downtown 

Streetscape with parallel parking and buildings fronting the 
roadways to a more open built form with buildings set back and 
o�en fronted by parking lots. For South bound tra�ic it forms a 
gateway area into the Historic Downtown. 

• Celebrate South bound arrival into the Historic Downtown with 
enhanced streetscape features including curb extensions (where 
possible).

• Utilize streetscape treatments similar to the Flint Avenue 
intersection including vertical elements and low plantings within 
the curb extensions as well as enhanced pedestrian crossing 
treatments in the paving.

• The Hastings Street curb line at the South-West corner can safely be 
extended along the frontage of the Chrysler Dealership without a 
loss in Parking.

• The Station Street curb line at the North-West corner can safely be 
extended along the frontage of the Pre-Owned Auto Dealership.

• Remove the asphalt boulevard material along the roads and replace 
with decorative paving that is coordinated with any curb extensions.

• Replace utilitarian style tra�ic light poles with new decorative black 
steel poles and tra�ic light arms.

• Where possible integrate large natural stones into the intersection 
streetscape design as an urban design/art installation that 
compliments the proposed design at the Flint Street Linear Square.

14. Rock Outcrop Feature
• The rock outcrop on the east side of Hastings Street across from the Bible Chapel is a rare feature 

to have along a Town’s main street. The rocks and white pines are indicative of the natural 
landscape of the Bancro� area and should be preserved and celebrated.

• Consider undertaking visual improvements to this small area such as removing modest amounts 
of plantings that shroud the rocks, if possible remove any parking in front of the outcrop, install 
3-5 decorative light poles with floodlights to illuminate the outcrop at night. Banner and 
hanging basket brackets for seasonal floral installations similar to the bridge treatment on 
Bridge Street. 

• Change the gravel parking lot to grass or decorative paving with a band of washed stone cobbles 
at the base of the outcrop.

• Consider a commissioned art installation in the foreground of the outcrop.

15. Snow Road Historical Information
• Historically significant intersection as it served as part of the route Military would take during the 

Fenian Raids (1866-1871).
• Consider installation of a permanently mounted interpretive panel and appropriate streetscape 

elements to celebrate the history of the intersection.
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13. Suburban Commercial Corridor
• This section of roadway is dominated by vehicular tra�ic with 4 lanes of tra�ic between 

Station Street and Snow Road.
• With no boulevards between the sidewalks and the edge of road there are no streetscape 

opportunities that can contribute to pedestrian comfort and safety.
• If the existing road cross-section remains streetscape improvements will need to be focused 

between the side-walk and property lines.
• Where businesses have front lawns along the sidewalk consider planting large species street 

trees along the sidewalk spaced at a maximum of nine meters. These trees will shade 
pedestrians, enhance the curb appeal of the businesses and help reduce automobile tra�ic 
speeds.

• Where parking lots extend out to the sidewalks identify the existing property line and where 
space allows provide streetscape features such as decorative guard-rails or low fences, 
planters and small – medium sized trees to help safely separate automobiles and 
pedestrians, better identify automobile entrances and improve the aesthetic of the 
streetscape.  

• Continue the use of the same streetscape furnishing and materials as in the Historic 
Downtown Retail Corridor.

• Upgrade areas of asphalt sidewalks (near the Sword Inn) with concrete and possible 
decorative paving and where possible continue planting street trees along the corridor.
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• Redesign the frontage of the Park to improve the vehicular circulation, pedestrian safety 
and aesthetics.

• Separate the parking lot from the sidewalk and improve the visibility of the automobile 
entrances with a landscape bu�er of street trees, new park signage and shrub beds all 
contained by new concrete curbing.

• If needed modify the parking layout to accommodate the bu�er.
• Between the entrance driveways add a one meter wide decorative paving strip along the 

curb with new decorative light poles, a two meter wide sidewalk and then the landscape 
bu�er.

• Consider a signage design to match the South entry signs into Town.

17. Highway Commercial Corridor
• This corridor is comprised of faster moving tra�ic, and industrial/commercial uses. In 

many cases there is no landscape treatments between the edge of road and the buildings 
leaving only undefined parking between them, creating high risk safety concerns for 
pedestrians.

• The entrances and boulevard treatments at Tim Hortons, Northridge and the plaza across 
the road show modest solutions and treatments that could be utilized along this corridor.

• The Kelly’s Fuels business centre just north of Millennium Park is a very good example of 
defining entrances and providing a landscape bu�er.

• Where possible establish site plan and business improvement guidelines to help business 
owners and the Town share in any opportunities to better define business entrances, 
provide landscape bu�ers and maintain or add sidewalks.
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1. Beginning of Downtown Arrival Sequence
• At the corner of Bridge and Sherbourne Streets consider new sign indicating 

“Downtown Bancro�” with direction to the le� down Bridge Street .
• Sign area could include a new pedestrian scale light pole and decorative paving 

treatment.
• Existing planting bed to remain.

2. Boulevard Treatment
• New tightly spaced deciduous trees on either side of Bridge Street to visually 

squeeze the road allowance to help reduce tra�ic speeds and enhance safety at 
trail crossing.

• Consider upgrading the asphalt boulevards on each side of the road to the 
same decorative paving material as recommended at the Sherbourne Street 
corner.

3. Trail Head
• Enhance entrance to trail with directional signage, permanent safety bollards, 

decorative paving at entry and a pedestrian scale light pole.
• Consolidate existing road and highway direction signs and include them in the  

new trail head improvements.

4. Pedestrian Crossing
• Consider a formalized and signed pedestrian crossing similar to the one in front 

of Baragar Funeral Home.
• New crossing will facilitate safe access to the north side of the bridge where the 

only sidewalk exists.

5. Existing Bridge
• Maintain black steel bridge and provide seasonal (winter and summer) decorative 

baskets.

6. Theatre District Retail Area
• Focus attention on pedestrian improvements such as new decorative paving along 

sidewalks, additional pedestrian scale lighting on south side of Bridge Street West, 
separating vehicular parking from sidewalks and reducing entrance driveway widths 
where possible to help enhance the pedestrian experience.

7. Bridge and Hastings Street Intersection
• High tra�ic volume and truck turnings with steeper than average slope gradients.
• This is the first north bound intersection of the downtown corridor and should be 

given attention to improvements that enhance the pedestrian experience.
• There is limited space to reduce road width and expand sidewalk space.
• The Southeast corner where the church property meets the sidewalk be a space to 

capture both pedestrian space and signage that supports the theatre, the church and 
Hastings Street.

• Consider replacing the existing utilitarian looking retaining wall with a new one that is 
set back further from the existing to provide more pedestrian space, street furniture, 
new lighting and directional signage and possible plantings.

• Replace utilitarian style tra�ic light poles with new decorative black steel poles and 
tra�ic light arms.

8. Historic Downtown Retail Corridor
• Unify sidewalk space along entire historic core area with a new combination of concrete paving and decorative accent 

paving.
• Create and define an amenity strip corridor between curb sidewalk. Amity strip to include Medium sized street trees, 

permeable paving, road and pedestrian sidewalk lighting, parking meters (if applicable), temporary business sandwich 
boards, waste containers and bollards (if applicable).

• Invest in street tree planting technologies (soil cells) to ensure the health and longevity of new tree plantings.
• Where possible encourage businesses on the East side of Hastings Street to utilize vehicular access o� Cleak Avenue 

only and close o� laneways from Hastings Street. Laneways can become building infill or be converted to patio spaces 
to support the adjacent businesses. Alternatively, they could be developed as business owner parking at the east end 
and public “pocket parks” with seating, plantings and possible art installations along the frontage of Hastings Street.

• On the west side of Hastings Street, where possible the Town should purchase or negotiate laneway land use to develop 
some direct pedestrian connection(s) to the river greenspace and boardwalk system. Also look for opportunities to 
consolidate parking lots and reduce laneways for alternative uses as noted for the east side of Hastings Street.

9. Hastings Street and Flint Avenue Parking Lot Green Space
• This space is predominantly garden space and raised beds that divide and 

separate the sidewalk, parking lot and gardens from one another.
• Redesign the space as a small linear urban square that blends and extends 

into the sidewalk space, allows easy access from the parking lot to Hastings 
Street and Flint Avenue, provides a comfortable shaded place for 
pedestrians to sit, creates flexibility that allows for larger events that may 
occupy the parking lot, provides historical interpretive information, and 
local event information.

• The space should be designed in a way that attracts visitors and residents 
and encourages use of the parking lot for longer stays.

• Consider the installation of a permanent shade structure in the design.
• Where possible integrate some of the large existing natural stones into the 

square design as an urban design/art installation. 

10. Hastings Street and Flint Avenue Intersection
• Consider curb extensions at this ‘T’ intersection that will expand streetscape 

and urban design space to provide shorter and safer pedestrian road 
crossings and create a focal point place along the streetscape.

• For maintenance and safety purposes curb extensions should be well 
marked with vertical elements such as bollards, tra�ic lights and low 
planters.

• For winter maintenance reasons and smooth tra�ic flow ensure that the 
extended curb lines have long transition curves back to the existing curb 
line.

• Pedestrian road crossing areas should have enhanced visibility using 
painted crossing bars and an alternative material or colour in the asphalt.

• The design of this intersection should be coordinated with and compliment 
the adjacent proposed Linear Urban Square and Market area.
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11. Mid-Block Crossing
• The distance between the Flint Avenue and Station 

Street intersections warrants a mid-block crossing for 
pedestrian convenience and retail function.

• Consider replacing the two existing crossings with one 
central crossing and choose a location that minimizes 
the loss of on street parking spaces.

• Try to locate crossing where a future link to the river 
trail/boardwalk can be developed.

• Consider curb extensions at this pedestrian crossing to 
expand streetscape and urban design space and 
provide a shorter and safer pedestrian road crossings.

• For maintenance and safety purposes curb extensions 
should be well marked with vertical elements such as 
bollards, tra�ic lights and low planters.

• For winter maintenance reasons and smooth tra�ic flow 
ensure that the extended curb lines have long transition 
curves back to the existing curb line.

• Pedestrian road crossing areas should have enhanced 
visibility using painted crossing bars and an alternative 
material or colour in the asphalt.

• For safety reasons consider a pedestrian activated tra�ic 
light. 

12. Station and Hastings Street Intersection
• This is a transitional intersection between the Historic Downtown 

Streetscape with parallel parking and buildings fronting the 
roadways to a more open built form with buildings set back and 
o�en fronted by parking lots. For South bound tra�ic it forms a 
gateway area into the Historic Downtown. 

• Celebrate South bound arrival into the Historic Downtown with 
enhanced streetscape features including curb extensions (where 
possible).

• Utilize streetscape treatments similar to the Flint Avenue 
intersection including vertical elements and low plantings within 
the curb extensions as well as enhanced pedestrian crossing 
treatments in the paving.

• The Hastings Street curb line at the South-West corner can safely be 
extended along the frontage of the Chrysler Dealership without a 
loss in Parking.

• The Station Street curb line at the North-West corner can safely be 
extended along the frontage of the Pre-Owned Auto Dealership.

• Remove the asphalt boulevard material along the roads and replace 
with decorative paving that is coordinated with any curb extensions.

• Replace utilitarian style tra�ic light poles with new decorative black 
steel poles and tra�ic light arms.

• Where possible integrate large natural stones into the intersection 
streetscape design as an urban design/art installation that 
compliments the proposed design at the Flint Street Linear Square.

14. Rock Outcrop Feature
• The rock outcrop on the east side of Hastings Street across from the Bible Chapel is a rare feature 

to have along a Town’s main street. The rocks and white pines are indicative of the natural 
landscape of the Bancro� area and should be preserved and celebrated.

• Consider undertaking visual improvements to this small area such as removing modest amounts 
of plantings that shroud the rocks, if possible remove any parking in front of the outcrop, install 
3-5 decorative light poles with floodlights to illuminate the outcrop at night. Banner and 
hanging basket brackets for seasonal floral installations similar to the bridge treatment on 
Bridge Street. 

• Change the gravel parking lot to grass or decorative paving with a band of washed stone cobbles 
at the base of the outcrop.

• Consider a commissioned art installation in the foreground of the outcrop.

15. Snow Road Historical Information
• Historically significant intersection as it served as part of the route Military would take during the 

Fenian Raids (1866-1871).
• Consider installation of a permanently mounted interpretive panel and appropriate streetscape 

elements to celebrate the history of the intersection.
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13. Suburban Commercial Corridor
• This section of roadway is dominated by vehicular tra�ic with 4 lanes of tra�ic between 

Station Street and Snow Road.
• With no boulevards between the sidewalks and the edge of road there are no streetscape 

opportunities that can contribute to pedestrian comfort and safety.
• If the existing road cross-section remains streetscape improvements will need to be focused 

between the side-walk and property lines.
• Where businesses have front lawns along the sidewalk consider planting large species street 

trees along the sidewalk spaced at a maximum of nine meters. These trees will shade 
pedestrians, enhance the curb appeal of the businesses and help reduce automobile tra�ic 
speeds.

• Where parking lots extend out to the sidewalks identify the existing property line and where 
space allows provide streetscape features such as decorative guard-rails or low fences, 
planters and small – medium sized trees to help safely separate automobiles and 
pedestrians, better identify automobile entrances and improve the aesthetic of the 
streetscape.  

• Continue the use of the same streetscape furnishing and materials as in the Historic 
Downtown Retail Corridor.

• Upgrade areas of asphalt sidewalks (near the Sword Inn) with concrete and possible 
decorative paving and where possible continue planting street trees along the corridor.
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16. Millennium Park Gateway
• Redesign the frontage of the Park to improve the vehicular circulation, pedestrian safety 

and aesthetics.
• Separate the parking lot from the sidewalk and improve the visibility of the automobile 

entrances with a landscape bu�er of street trees, new park signage and shrub beds all 
contained by new concrete curbing.

• If needed modify the parking layout to accommodate the bu�er.
• Between the entrance driveways add a one meter wide decorative paving strip along the 

curb with new decorative light poles, a two meter wide sidewalk and then the landscape 
bu�er.

• Consider a signage design to match the South entry signs into Town.

17. Highway Commercial Corridor
• This corridor is comprised of faster moving tra�ic, and industrial/commercial uses. In 

many cases there is no landscape treatments between the edge of road and the buildings 
leaving only undefined parking between them, creating high risk safety concerns for 
pedestrians.

• The entrances and boulevard treatments at Tim Hortons, Northridge and the plaza across 
the road show modest solutions and treatments that could be utilized along this corridor.

• The Kelly’s Fuels business centre just north of Millennium Park is a very good example of 
defining entrances and providing a landscape bu�er.

• Where possible establish site plan and business improvement guidelines to help business 
owners and the Town share in any opportunities to better define business entrances, 
provide landscape bu�ers and maintain or add sidewalks.
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1. Beginning of Downtown Arrival Sequence
• At the corner of Bridge and Sherbourne Streets consider new sign indicating 

“Downtown Bancro�” with direction to the le� down Bridge Street .
• Sign area could include a new pedestrian scale light pole and decorative paving 

treatment.
• Existing planting bed to remain.

2. Boulevard Treatment
• New tightly spaced deciduous trees on either side of Bridge Street to visually 

squeeze the road allowance to help reduce tra�ic speeds and enhance safety at 
trail crossing.

• Consider upgrading the asphalt boulevards on each side of the road to the 
same decorative paving material as recommended at the Sherbourne Street 
corner.

3. Trail Head
• Enhance entrance to trail with directional signage, permanent safety bollards, 

decorative paving at entry and a pedestrian scale light pole.
• Consolidate existing road and highway direction signs and include them in the  

new trail head improvements.

4. Pedestrian Crossing
• Consider a formalized and signed pedestrian crossing similar to the one in front 

of Baragar Funeral Home.
• New crossing will facilitate safe access to the north side of the bridge where the 

only sidewalk exists.

5. Existing Bridge
• Maintain black steel bridge and provide seasonal (winter and summer) decorative 

baskets.

6. Theatre District Retail Area
• Focus attention on pedestrian improvements such as new decorative paving along 

sidewalks, additional pedestrian scale lighting on south side of Bridge Street West, 
separating vehicular parking from sidewalks and reducing entrance driveway widths 
where possible to help enhance the pedestrian experience.

7. Bridge and Hastings Street Intersection
• High tra�ic volume and truck turnings with steeper than average slope gradients.
• This is the first north bound intersection of the downtown corridor and should be 

given attention to improvements that enhance the pedestrian experience.
• There is limited space to reduce road width and expand sidewalk space.
• The Southeast corner where the church property meets the sidewalk be a space to 

capture both pedestrian space and signage that supports the theatre, the church and 
Hastings Street.

• Consider replacing the existing utilitarian looking retaining wall with a new one that is 
set back further from the existing to provide more pedestrian space, street furniture, 
new lighting and directional signage and possible plantings.

• Replace utilitarian style tra�ic light poles with new decorative black steel poles and 
tra�ic light arms.

8. Historic Downtown Retail Corridor
• Unify sidewalk space along entire historic core area with a new combination of concrete paving and decorative accent 

paving.
• Create and define an amenity strip corridor between curb sidewalk. Amity strip to include Medium sized street trees, 

permeable paving, road and pedestrian sidewalk lighting, parking meters (if applicable), temporary business sandwich 
boards, waste containers and bollards (if applicable).

• Invest in street tree planting technologies (soil cells) to ensure the health and longevity of new tree plantings.
• Where possible encourage businesses on the East side of Hastings Street to utilize vehicular access o� Cleak Avenue 

only and close o� laneways from Hastings Street. Laneways can become building infill or be converted to patio spaces 
to support the adjacent businesses. Alternatively, they could be developed as business owner parking at the east end 
and public “pocket parks” with seating, plantings and possible art installations along the frontage of Hastings Street.

• On the west side of Hastings Street, where possible the Town should purchase or negotiate laneway land use to develop 
some direct pedestrian connection(s) to the river greenspace and boardwalk system. Also look for opportunities to 
consolidate parking lots and reduce laneways for alternative uses as noted for the east side of Hastings Street.

9. Hastings Street and Flint Avenue Parking Lot Green Space
• This space is predominantly garden space and raised beds that divide and 

separate the sidewalk, parking lot and gardens from one another.
• Redesign the space as a small linear urban square that blends and extends 

into the sidewalk space, allows easy access from the parking lot to Hastings 
Street and Flint Avenue, provides a comfortable shaded place for 
pedestrians to sit, creates flexibility that allows for larger events that may 
occupy the parking lot, provides historical interpretive information, and 
local event information.

• The space should be designed in a way that attracts visitors and residents 
and encourages use of the parking lot for longer stays.

• Consider the installation of a permanent shade structure in the design.
• Where possible integrate some of the large existing natural stones into the 

square design as an urban design/art installation. 

10. Hastings Street and Flint Avenue Intersection
• Consider curb extensions at this ‘T’ intersection that will expand streetscape 

and urban design space to provide shorter and safer pedestrian road 
crossings and create a focal point place along the streetscape.

• For maintenance and safety purposes curb extensions should be well 
marked with vertical elements such as bollards, tra�ic lights and low 
planters.

• For winter maintenance reasons and smooth tra�ic flow ensure that the 
extended curb lines have long transition curves back to the existing curb 
line.

• Pedestrian road crossing areas should have enhanced visibility using 
painted crossing bars and an alternative material or colour in the asphalt.

• The design of this intersection should be coordinated with and compliment 
the adjacent proposed Linear Urban Square and Market area.
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11. Mid-Block Crossing
• The distance between the Flint Avenue and Station 

Street intersections warrants a mid-block crossing for 
pedestrian convenience and retail function.

• Consider replacing the two existing crossings with one 
central crossing and choose a location that minimizes 
the loss of on street parking spaces.

• Try to locate crossing where a future link to the river 
trail/boardwalk can be developed.

• Consider curb extensions at this pedestrian crossing to 
expand streetscape and urban design space and 
provide a shorter and safer pedestrian road crossings.

• For maintenance and safety purposes curb extensions 
should be well marked with vertical elements such as 
bollards, tra�ic lights and low planters.

• For winter maintenance reasons and smooth tra�ic flow 
ensure that the extended curb lines have long transition 
curves back to the existing curb line.

• Pedestrian road crossing areas should have enhanced 
visibility using painted crossing bars and an alternative 
material or colour in the asphalt.

• For safety reasons consider a pedestrian activated tra�ic 
light. 

12. Station and Hastings Street Intersection
• This is a transitional intersection between the Historic Downtown 

Streetscape with parallel parking and buildings fronting the 
roadways to a more open built form with buildings set back and 
o�en fronted by parking lots. For South bound tra�ic it forms a 
gateway area into the Historic Downtown. 

• Celebrate South bound arrival into the Historic Downtown with 
enhanced streetscape features including curb extensions (where 
possible).

• Utilize streetscape treatments similar to the Flint Avenue 
intersection including vertical elements and low plantings within 
the curb extensions as well as enhanced pedestrian crossing 
treatments in the paving.

• The Hastings Street curb line at the South-West corner can safely be 
extended along the frontage of the Chrysler Dealership without a 
loss in Parking.

• The Station Street curb line at the North-West corner can safely be 
extended along the frontage of the Pre-Owned Auto Dealership.

• Remove the asphalt boulevard material along the roads and replace 
with decorative paving that is coordinated with any curb extensions.

• Replace utilitarian style tra�ic light poles with new decorative black 
steel poles and tra�ic light arms.

• Where possible integrate large natural stones into the intersection 
streetscape design as an urban design/art installation that 
compliments the proposed design at the Flint Street Linear Square.

14. Rock Outcrop Feature
• The rock outcrop on the east side of Hastings Street across from the Bible Chapel is a rare feature 

to have along a Town’s main street. The rocks and white pines are indicative of the natural 
landscape of the Bancro� area and should be preserved and celebrated.

• Consider undertaking visual improvements to this small area such as removing modest amounts 
of plantings that shroud the rocks, if possible remove any parking in front of the outcrop, install 
3-5 decorative light poles with floodlights to illuminate the outcrop at night. Banner and 
hanging basket brackets for seasonal floral installations similar to the bridge treatment on 
Bridge Street. 

• Change the gravel parking lot to grass or decorative paving with a band of washed stone cobbles 
at the base of the outcrop.

• Consider a commissioned art installation in the foreground of the outcrop.

15. Snow Road Historical Information
• Historically significant intersection as it served as part of the route Military would take during the 

Fenian Raids (1866-1871).
• Consider installation of a permanently mounted interpretive panel and appropriate streetscape 

elements to celebrate the history of the intersection.
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13. Suburban Commercial Corridor
• This section of roadway is dominated by vehicular tra�ic with 4 lanes of tra�ic between 

Station Street and Snow Road.
• With no boulevards between the sidewalks and the edge of road there are no streetscape 

opportunities that can contribute to pedestrian comfort and safety.
• If the existing road cross-section remains streetscape improvements will need to be focused 

between the side-walk and property lines.
• Where businesses have front lawns along the sidewalk consider planting large species street 

trees along the sidewalk spaced at a maximum of nine meters. These trees will shade 
pedestrians, enhance the curb appeal of the businesses and help reduce automobile tra�ic 
speeds.

• Where parking lots extend out to the sidewalks identify the existing property line and where 
space allows provide streetscape features such as decorative guard-rails or low fences, 
planters and small – medium sized trees to help safely separate automobiles and 
pedestrians, better identify automobile entrances and improve the aesthetic of the 
streetscape.  

• Continue the use of the same streetscape furnishing and materials as in the Historic 
Downtown Retail Corridor.

• Upgrade areas of asphalt sidewalks (near the Sword Inn) with concrete and possible 
decorative paving and where possible continue planting street trees along the corridor.
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16. Millennium Park Gateway
• Redesign the frontage of the Park to improve the vehicular circulation, pedestrian safety 

and aesthetics.
• Separate the parking lot from the sidewalk and improve the visibility of the automobile 

entrances with a landscape bu�er of street trees, new park signage and shrub beds all 
contained by new concrete curbing.

• If needed modify the parking layout to accommodate the bu�er.
• Between the entrance driveways add a one meter wide decorative paving strip along the 

curb with new decorative light poles, a two meter wide sidewalk and then the landscape 
bu�er.

• Consider a signage design to match the South entry signs into Town.

17. Highway Commercial Corridor
• This corridor is comprised of faster moving tra�ic, and industrial/commercial uses. In 

many cases there is no landscape treatments between the edge of road and the buildings 
leaving only undefined parking between them, creating high risk safety concerns for 
pedestrians.

• The entrances and boulevard treatments at Tim Hortons, Northridge and the plaza across 
the road show modest solutions and treatments that could be utilized along this corridor.

• The Kelly’s Fuels business centre just north of Millennium Park is a very good example of 
defining entrances and providing a landscape bu�er.

• Where possible establish site plan and business improvement guidelines to help business 
owners and the Town share in any opportunities to better define business entrances, 
provide landscape bu�ers and maintain or add sidewalks.
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New black traffic light pole and arms (typ.)

Five new decorative bollards

New street tree
planting in 300mm
high planters (typ.)

New decorative paving (typ.)

New full curb to define
on-street parking

New pedestrian scale light pole (typ.)

Relocated stop bar

New tinted asphalt intersection

Relocated traffic control

New decorative bench fixed to wall

New curved two level
retaining wall

"Downtown Bancroft" steel
sign and possible
wayfinding directional signs

White crossing bars over tinted asphalt (typ.)

CB

CB

CB

CB

LPTL

TL

HP

LP

Relocated new decorative road
and pedestrian light assembly

New planting bed

New amenity strip with
decorative paving

Relocated new decorative road
and pedestrian light assembly

New amenity strip with
decorative paving

New pedestrian scale
light pole

New pedestrian scale
light pole

New theatre based public
art or large +/- 2m mineral
stone

HASTINGS STREET
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Relocated new traffic
light
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New tinted asphalt intersection

White crossing bars over tinted
asphalt (typ.)

New street trees planting in 300mm high planter

New decorative road and pedestrian light
assembly

New amenity strip with decorative paving

New pedestrian scale light pole

New black traffic light pole and arms

New decorative
road and pedestrian
light assembly

New pedestrian scale light pole

New amenity strip with decorative paving

New decorative road
and pedestrian light
assembly

New trees in planting
bed (typ.)

New street trees planting in 300mm high planter

New amenity strip with decorative paving

New pedestrian scale light pole

New guard
rail

New decorative
column lights

New street trees
planting in 300mm
high planter

New Ribbon Square sign

New tinted concrete paving bands

Existing kiosk to remain

New exposed aggregate paving band

Five new decorative stone
columns with mineral
samples in wire form

New square
ribbon of
geology story
board

Two 2.8m x 8m shade sail structure (typ.)

HASTINGS STREET

New pedestrian
scale light pole

New Ogden bench system by Maglin (typ.)
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Key Design Focus Area 2 & 3
Bird’s Eye View Looking North East
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Key Design Focus Area 2 & 3
Bird’s Eye View Looking South East
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Key Design Focus Area 2 & 3
Bird’s Eye View Looking North East
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Key Design Focus Area 2 & 3
Bird’s Eye View Looking East
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Key Design Focus Area 2 & 3
Bird’s Eye View From Parking Lot Looking West
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Key Design Focus Area 2 & 3
Bird’s Eye View Looking North
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Key Design Focus Area 2 & 3
Eye Level View From South of Flint Street Looking North
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Key Design Focus Area 2 & 3
Eye Level View South of Flint Street Looking North East
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Key Design Focus Area 2 & 3
Eye Level View North of Flint Street  Looking South
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Key Design Focus Area 2 & 3
Eye Level View From Flint Street Looking South
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LP

New tinted asphalt intersection

White crossing bars over tinted asphalt (typ.)

New street trees planting in
300mm high planter

New decorative road and pedestrian light assembly

New pedestrian traffic light bollard

New pedestrian activated black
traffic light pole and arms

New waste and recycling containers

New pedestrian activated black traffic light pole and arms

New decorative road
and pedestrian light
assembly

New street tree

New pedestrian scale
light pole

New street trees planting in 300mm high planter

Optional curb extended for café or
space for seasonal cafeé extensions

New amenity strip with decorative paving

New pedestrian scale light pole

New street trees

Future development site

HASTINGS STREET

McCaskie TV & Stereo Zehr's Deli
and Bakery

New pedestrian scale light pole

New pedestrian traffic light bollard

1:200Downtown Bancroft
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New step to existing entrance

New street tree in 300mm high planter

Taper curb to meet
existing curb

Small deciduous trees
in new concrete
planter wall to facilitate
lowering of sidewalk
grade to match curb
elevation

Relocate all traffic
lights with new black
finish

Existing retaining wall and garden to remain

New decorative road and
pedestrian light assembly

Existing curb line

New curb line moved +/- 1m west

New tinted asphalt
intersection

Move centre line of road +/-1m
west and maintain a minimum
lane width of 3.4m as noted.
Taper new centre line to meet
existing centre line.

New decorative road
and pedestrian light
assembly

White crossing bars
over tinted asphalt
(typ.)

New medium deciduous street
tree in 300mm high planter (typ.)

3.4

3.4

4.3

3.4

3.4

5.5

Shift new curb +/-1m west to
facilitate centre line shift and
allow space to lower grade
along east side of road

Small deciduous trees in 300mm
high planter under hydro lines

New amenity strip with decorative paving

New amenity strip with
decorative paving

New pedestrian
scale light pole

New pedestrian
scale light pole

New pedestrian scale light pole

New pedestrian
scale light pole

Where possible,
consider new
planters with street
trees and decorative
paving along Station
Street to bridge

Infill asphalt
boulevard with new
decorative paving

Consider new decorative road
and pedestrian light assemblies
along south side of Station Street

1:250
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Key Design Focus Area 5
Eye Level View Looking South At Station Street Intersection
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Key Design Focus Area 5
Eye Level View Looking North to Station Street Intersection
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Key Design Focus Area 5
Eye Level View Looking East Towards Hastings Street
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Key Design Focus Area 5
Bird’s Eye View Looking East
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Key Design Focus Area 5
Eye Level View Looking East From Station Street
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Key Design Focus Area 5
Eye Level View Looking South East From Noth of Station Street
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LP

Pave existing pathway

New stone entrance sign

New decorative
light pole

New accessible
parking space

Adjust parking lot
edge to meet new
layout

New deciduous trees

New gravel
parking lot

New 1m amenity strip
with decorative paving

New 2m wide landscape
buffer with deciduous
trees and curbed edge

New 1.5m concrete sidewalk

New coniferous trees

Extend new amenity strip with
decorative paving and sidewalk
to Sword Inn entrance

New stone entrance sign

Existing rock to remain

New decorative
light pole

Enhance
entrance
walkway
and drop
off

New decorative road and
pedestrian light assembly
along park frontage
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